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Abstract
This work deals with the creation of a real-life android application, where all the necessary details of a vehicle (i.e., Registration 
Certificate, Insurance Policy and vehicle’s Pollution Under Control Certificate) are coordinated and stored by the user without
much effort. Quick Response Code (QR-Code), a highly effective and fast readable technology is used for scanning various 
details of a vehicle. Similarly a parallel application for the inspecting authority of a vehicle is also created to verify the
credentials of the vehicle. The inspecting authority needs to scan a unique QR-Code (which is provided separately for every 
vehicle) into the mobile application. The simple UI(User Interface) provided in the application allows the faster recognition of 
the availability, or the lack of availability, of the important documents pertaining to that particular vehicle. These applications 
help in saving significant amount of time and resources which are at present spent on this task. In view of the security risks of 
exposing personal details of users, greater care has also been given for securing the data by using QR-Codes and securing access 
to those details.
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1. Introduction
It is a known fact and has been established by various studies that, most of the urban people spend at an average 
2.5 hours a day commuting by vehicle. On larger metropolitan cities the commuting time is almost twice than the 
original time required to reach the destination because of unavoidable traffic congestions, disproportionate number 
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of vehicles a road can accommodate and due to rush in peak hours. It is estimated that, an average commuter spends 
38 hours an year on his/her vehicle commuting. In this scenario, when the traffic police stops them on the road to 
verify the credentials of their vehicle the commuter loses more of his precious time. 
All over the world, as per the Motor Vehicles Act of the respective countries, it is mandatory that the users, of the 
vehicles running on the road should carry relevant documents pertaining to it. Those documents include a valid 
Registration Certificate Book (RC-Book), vehicle’s Insurance Policy and the vehicle’s Pollution Under Control 
(PUC) certificate. All of these documents are checked by the inspecting authority of the traffic police department. 
Since the whole process is done manually, it consumes a lot of time and there is possibility for malfeasance due to a 
lack of transparency in the existing system. The proposed system can improve it, by providing transparency and 
sidelining the manual process involved. It can also save considerable amount of time, since the software 
implemented in a device takes little time in completing a task, compared to the corresponding manual functioning. 
The benefits of the proposed system include improving transparency in the system, and precious amount of time can 
be saved for both user and the authority.
Electronic-Secure Vehicle Authorization Mechanism (e-SVAM) aims to be, one of the most user-friendly 
applications, dealing with a humongous database. This work deals with the creation of an android application, where 
all the necessary details of a vehicle (i.e., RC-Book, Insurance Policy and PUC certificate) are coordinated and 
stored by the user. The administrator (called e-SVAM admin) controls the addition, removal and updating of the 
documents pertaining to the vehicle onto a centralized database. In addition to this, the admin also controls the 
addition, removal and updating of details of the application users. QR-Code, is used for scanning various details of a 
vehicle [1,7]. 
Similarly a parallel application is also created for the inspecting authority of a vehicle to verify the credentials of 
the vehicle. The inspecting authority needs to scan a unique QR-Code (which is provided separately for every 
vehicle) into his/her android application. The simple UI provided in the application allows the faster recognition of 
the availability, or the lack of availability, of the important documents pertaining to that particular vehicle. It helps in 
saving significant amount of time and resources which are at present spent on this task. 
In view of the security risks of exposing personal details of users, greater care has also been given for securing 
the data by using QR-Codes [8,12] and securing access to those details. Since the entire process is transparent, there 
is neither scope of malfeasance by the checking authority nor is there any scope for fabrication of document on part 
of the user. This work will be able to create a virtual synergy between the humongous databases of various 
organizations by using a single application. It will result in faster implementation of a time consuming exercise and 
also brings in greater transparency in levying fines.
2. Related works
In the existing system there is no digital technology, rather the entire process of validating the credentials of the 
vehicle is done manually by verifying the hard copy of the documents. So the vehicle user will have to carry the hard 
copy of the documents wherever he/she goes. The existing system is a time consuming process, causes traffic 
congestion, provides lack of transparency and  lack of   simplification.
Since the whole process is done manually and since there are at least three documents which need to be checked
correctly, the process is obviously time-consuming. Also, the hard copy of a document can be damaged or forged. 
Such a process if conducted along busy cities will lead to traffic congestion. It will cause inconvenience to not only 
the people waiting to get their vehicle authenticated, but also other commuters who have got no business at all to do 
with the entire process.
The inspecting authority has the right to decide whether the documents are fairly good enough to authenticate the 
vehicle or anything more is needed to establish the veracity of the documents provided. The inspecting authority has 
the final privilege to say regarding the availability or the lack of availability and the validity of the documents by 
citing technical reasons. It will result in a lack of trust for the vehicle users regarding the entire process. Then there is 
a lack of simplification of the process, because the hard copy of the documents normally contains a number of pages 
and also when the number of vehicle users getting their vehicle’s credentials verified reaches a level more than the 
human resources currently present in the police force, the whole exercise can turn time consuming.
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3. Proposed system
In the proposed system, creating an android application, where all the necessary details of a vehicle are 
coordinated and stored by the user. By using QR-Code scanning various details of a vehicle and enter them into this 
application [11].
QR-Code is a two-dimensional barcode which developed from the basic of one-dimensional barcode. QR code 
has features like small printout size, high capacity, dirt and damage resistant, readable from any direction in 360 
degree [2].It consists of an encoding region and function patterns [4,6] (position detection patterns, separators for 
position detection patterns, alignment patterns and timing patterns). Function patterns are not used for the encoding 
data. The symbol shall be surrounded on all four sides by a quiet zone border [5].
The user needs to do is to scan the QR-Code properly into the application and the necessary details of a vehicle 
that are needed are automatically fetched by the application, thereby saving considerable amount of time and 
resources.
        Similarly, a parallel application for the inspecting authority of a vehicle is also creating to verify the 
credentials of the vehicle. The inspecting authority needs to do is to scan a unique QR-Code into the mobile 
application. The application allows the faster recognition of the availability, or the lack of availability, of the 
important documents pertaining to that particular vehicle. It helps in saving significant amount of time and resources 
which are at present spent on this task. In view of the security risks of exposing personal details of users, greater care 
has also been given for securing the data by using QR-Codes [8, 12].
Proposed system is completely digital and paperless, uses QR code, faster and efficient, simplified and 
centralized approach. It creates a virtual synergy where all the details of vehicle are coordinated and stored by the 
user .It automatically fetches necessary details.
Manual verification of authenticating the credentials of a vehicle is a tedious process. The proposed system
introduces a novel idea of simplifying and digitalizing the verification process. The application is faster and 
efficient because, it uses QR-Code [3].Fig.1 shows the structure of a QR-Code.
Fig. 1. Structure of a QR-Code.
4. Implementation
This work aims at creating a user-friendly application, therefore the bulk of the processes are being performed by 
the admin of the whole application. Security of the application is ensured along with providing authentication for the 
inspecting authority. This work uses four servers and correspondingly four databases, J2EE for webpage creation 
and maintenance, and two android based applications. The work can be divided into the following modules.
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1. An android application for the user (User Application).
2. Three servers corresponding to the three departments providing relevant documents of the vehicle 
(Department Servers)
3. A centralized database administrator (Admin Server).
4. An android application for the inspecting authority (Authority Application).
Fig. 2. System architecture.
4.1. User module
The user needs to download the android application on to his/her smart phone. Then he/she needs to register with 
the e-SVAM application by providing his/her basic information along with his/her e-mail id and mobile phone 
number. Then, the user will be provided with a SVAM ID (a unique identifier of the user of the application) and a 
password. For any further transactions with the application, the SVAM ID and password shall be used. Now, the 
user will only be registered with this application, but no vehicles are added to this account.
When a person buys a new vehicle it is mandatory to get the vehicle registered with the RTO of the respective 
region. In the normal case, RTO authorities would seek for the basic information of the user against whose name the 
vehicle is to be registered. It will also contain all the details of the vehicle such as make, color of the vehicle, its 
engine number, chassis number etc. Then a Registration Number for the vehicle will be provided after the 
registration fee is paid. For this application, the user must provide his/her SVAM ID along with other basic 
information. Thus an RC-Book document is created for the vehicle. Then, some of the important details of the RC 
book will be transferred to the admin server from the RTO server. At the admin server a QR-Code will be generated 
for that particular vehicle based on the composite key (of SVAM ID, Registration Number). This QR-Code would be 
sent via e-mail to the user corresponding to the SVAM ID. Also, the user’s application will be updated with latest 
document to have been received by the admin server. Now the user’s application will display the most important 
credentials of the newly registered vehicle along with its QR-Code on top of that.
The next thing the user needs to do is to complete the formalities for obtaining the Insurance Policy document and 
vehicle’s PUC certificate. For this, the user would approach the Insurance department and the PUC department 
respectively and furnishing his/her SVAM ID, RC-Book and other basic information. From the Insurance 
Department the user would receive the hard-copy of the Insurance Policy document after remitting the premium 
amount. Correspondingly, after all the details are duly recorded onto the Insurance Database, the important details 
corresponding to the policy are sent to the admin server. The admin after verifying the credentials will update the 
user’s application, with the details regarding the Insurance Policy which can be accessed by the user from his/her
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application. Similarly, if the vehicle’s pollution is under permissible limit, the PUC department would provide the 
user with a PUC certificate for the vehicle after he/she remits the total payable amount. All the details of the PUC 
certificate would be duly recorded into the PUC database and the important details of it would be sent to the admin 
database as well. Once the credentials of the PUC certificate are verified by the admin, those details would be 
updated onto the user’s android application having that particular vehicle registered. Then the user can access that 
information from his mobile application itself. Now the user has confirmed with all the mandatory requirements of 
the vehicle to be legally running on the road. If the user owns multiple vehicles, he/she can perform the same 
processes mentioned above, to obtain the relevant documents and get it updated onto his/her android application by 
providing the SVAM ID.
Another simple, yet important role the user plays is in maintaining the QR-Code provided by the admin. The user 
receives via e-mail the QR-Code of the vehicle registered as an image, which he/she can download and stick to the 
vehicle in a water-proof, non-damageable manner [1]. The user also has the option of storing the QR-Code image in 
his/her mobile. The same process is repeated for multiple numbers of vehicles with their respective QR-Codes. 
Nevertheless, the QR-Code will also be visible in the user’s application in the respective segment of the registered 
vehicle. The simple UI provided in this application will display the availability or lack of availability of the three 
documents mentioned before, i.e., the UI will display a tick (3) against the respective field of the document if it is 
valid and available and a cross (2) against the respective field of the document if it is invalid or unavailable. If the  
user intends to clarify any of the credentials of the document, the UI provided in the application helps the user to re-
direct the application to the database where the complete details of the vehicle are stored. It is done by touching and 
selecting the required field of the respective document displayed in the application. All these things make this 
application user-friendly.
4.2. RTO, insurance and PUC departments modules
The role of these departments in providing relevant documents pertaining to the vehicle is very much the same as 
the present practices except a few more processes to be done. When the user approaches, these departments for 
obtaining the relevant documents pertaining to the vehicle, the respective officers/authorities record the basic 
information of the user and that of the vehicle into their respective databases. Once the user pays the respective 
amount to be paid for completing the process, hard-copy of the documents pertaining to the respective departments 
is provided to the user. In addition to that, a few of the important details of the vehicle and that of the user are sent 
from these departments to the centralized admin database. Those details must include the SVAM ID of the user 
against whose name the vehicle has been registered, the Registration Number of the vehicle, the date of registration 
and date of expiry of the document. Other than these important details, other basic information of the user as well as 
that of the vehicle may also be provided, if necessary. These departments also have the duty of renewing the 
respective documents upon expiry by repeating the same process as that of registration.
By coordinating the humongous databases of these three departments and selecting only the pertinent details to be 
stored at the admin side, creating a virtual synergy between these three huge departments at the centralized 
administrator for better and faster access to the user.
4.3. Admin module
The role of the admin does not end once the application is created and distributed to the users; rather the 
maintenance of the database in itself is a greater responsibility than creating it. The administrator(s) will be chosen 
by the Government or the Police department and will be entrusted with the duty of verifying, updating and 
maintaining the user’s android application as well as that of the inspecting authority. The administrator(s) must also 
coordinate various documents pertaining to all the vehicles received from the three departments.
The role of the admin starts when a user downloads the e-SVAM application and registers; a SVAM ID is 
provided by the admin to all the users who get registered with the application. After that when a new vehicle gets 
registered with that SVAM ID the admin stores those details into the centralized database, also those relevant details 
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regarding the vehicle are displayed by the admin on the user’s application. Only the admin has the right to add new 
users into the application, remove any user upon receiving a request for the same, and also for blocking/unblocking a 
user or any particular vehicle of a user. When a new vehicle gets registered with the SVAM ID of a particular user, 
and once the user obtains the RC-Book for that vehicle, the details of the vehicle’s Register Number with the user’s 
SVAM ID reaches the admin database. Then the admin generates a unique QR-Code for the vehicle with a 
composite key pair (of SVAM ID, Register Number). The QR-Code is e-mailed to the user’s e-mail id. It will be in 
the form of a JPEG image.
The admin is also entrusted with another significant responsibility of providing a separate android application for 
the inspecting authority. The authority’s application should only be provided to those designated, chosen officers. 
But providing the android application only to the intended, designated authorities is by no means an easy task, since 
in this age of cyber crimes there is every possibility for the hackers to develop a perfectly similar application as that 
of the so called secure authority application we intend to give the designated authorities. Hence need an added 
protection for the authority application. Again for this, use the novel idea of QR-Code recognition as an identifier for 
the designated authorities. When the designated authority gets registered with this application he/she will be 
provided with a One-Time-Password (OTP) and a QR-Code which will be e-mailed to the designated authority’s 
email-id in the PDF format. (In fact, the registration process is not done by the designated authority, but by the heads 
of the police department who choose the authorities, and they provide the basic information of every inspecting 
authority, which must include authorities’ e-mail id, phone number, and their designation). This PDF document will 
serve the purpose of an identification of the inspecting authority. All this is provided by the admin to the authority 
application.
The admin plays a more important role in maintaining the humongous database of the various departments, the 
user application as well as the authority application. The maintenance is always performed in concurrence with 
satisfying the requests for modification, removal and addition of new details as per the user’s and the police 
department’s requests. For making this application being extremely user-friendly, a feature is added in this 
application which gives notifications to all the users regarding the date of expiry of the particular document of a 
vehicle they have registered with the application, at the time of such an occurrence. Usually, the notification will 
start getting displayed 15 days prior to the time of expiry of the particular document of a vehicle. The user can 
control the way in which the notification is being displayed, and the user can enable/disable the display of 
notification which will be approved by the administrator. The simple UI provided in the user’s application makes 
sure that the notification will be displayed on the user’s application on the page at which the details of that particular 
vehicle can be seen by the user. This NOTIFICATION feature making the application comprehensively user-
friendly.
The application should also take into account every possible way in which the working of the application could be 
tampered with or the documents forged. Whenever a vehicle registered with the e-SVAM application gets stolen, the 
user can immediately notify the administrator regarding the stolen vehicle (which would be backed by an FIR)[10]. 
Such a provision is enabled in the user’s application itself whereby a registered user can BLOCK a vehicle when 
there is genuine evidence to prove the theft [7]. During the later course of time if the vehicle is recovered by the 
police and the user gets it back he need not re-register the vehicle with his/her e-SVAM application, there is a simple 
provision to UNBLOCK the previously blocked vehicle. All these processes are monitored by the administrator. 
This BLOCK/UNBLOCK feature provided in the application, in essence makes sure the “vehicle-user-authenticity” 
is intact and it provides an additional security net for the user’s vehicles.
4.4. Inspecting authority module
This designated authority, has all the powers to verify the credentials of the various documents pertaining to a 
vehicle. The result of implementing this application for authenticating the vehicle should be fairly transparent to the 
users to comprehensively achieve the overall objectives of this work, i.e., bringing in transparency, efficiency and 
robustness in the entire system.
The inspecting authority is selected by the police department since it is obvious that in the existing system it is the 
police who inspect the vehicles. Each of the designated inspecting authorities will be provided with this android 
application which he/she will use for the purpose of authenticating the credentials of the vehicle in a fast and secure 
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manner. The authority’s application will only be provided to those designated, chosen officers. Taking into account 
the possibility for cyber-attacks on this android application, an added protection for this authority application is  
needed. Again for this, use the novel idea of QR-Code recognition as an identifier for the designated authorities. 
When the designated authority gets registered with this application he/she will be provided with a One-Time-
Password (OTP) and a QR-Code which will be e-mailed to the designated authority’s email-id in the PDF format. 
This PDF document will serve the purpose of an identification card of the inspecting authority.
When the authority receives an e-mail containing PDF document of his/her OTP, he/she needs to immediately log 
in to the application using his/her e-mail id as the username and the OTP as the password. It should be noted that an 
OTP will be valid only for 30 minutes from the time of creation. Once the authority logs in to the application using 
the OTP, then the designated authority can immediately change and update a new password. Now the authority has 
logged into the application in a very much secure manner. Since the authority deals with the private information of 
many vehicle users, the application needs an extra layer of security. So, provide yet another layer of security by 
means of a QR-Code. Once the authority logs in to the application, it will direct to a new page, which will ask for 
scanning the QR-Code of the authority; no other activity could be performed at present in the authority application 
other than scanning the QR-Code[9]. The successful scanning of the QR-Code will result in the completion of secure 
login. The QR-Code is present as a PDF document with the authority which was previously e-mailed to him/her, and 
no other person, not even another designated authority can have access to the particular QR-Code pertaining to the 
relevant authority.
After this step, all the inspecting authority needs to do, is to scan the vehicle’s QR-Code into his/her mobile 
application and the simple UI provided in this application will display the availability or lack of availability of the 
three documents mentioned before, i.e., the UI will display a tick (3) against the respective field of the document if 
it is valid and available and a cross (2) against the respective field of the document if it is invalid or unavailable. If 
the authority or the user intends to clarify any of the credentials of any document, the simple UI provided in the 
application helps them to re-direct the application to the database where the complete details of the vehicle are 
stored. It is done by touching and selecting the required field of the respective document displayed in the application. 
Hence this application have introduced a very secure mechanism to validate and then authenticate the designated 
authority by utilizing this unique, secure and convenient technology of  QR-Codes.
5. Result
Fig. 3. Checking authority’s application.
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Once the authority logs in to the application, he/she can scan the vehicle’s QR-Code into the mobile application. 
The UI provided in the authority’s application will display the availability or lack of availability of the three 
documents mentioned before, i.e., the UI will display a tick (3) against the respective field of the document if it is 
valid and available and a cross (2) against the respective field of the document if it is invalid or unavailable. If the 
authority intends to clarify any of the credentials of any document, the simple UI provided in the application helps 
him to re-direct the application to the database where the complete details of the vehicle are stored. It is done by 
touching and selecting the required field of the respective document displayed in the application.
6. Conclusion
This work deals with the creation of a real-life android application, where all the necessary details of a vehicle 
(i.e., RC-Book, Insurance Policy and vehicle’s PUC certificates) are coordinated and stored by the user. QR-Code, a 
highly effective and fast readable technology is used for scanning various details of a vehicle. Similarly a parallel 
application for the inspecting authority of a vehicle is also created to verify the credentials of the vehicle. The 
inspecting authority needs to scan a unique QR-Code  into the mobile application. The simple UI provided in the 
application allows the faster recognition of the availability, or the lack of availability, of the important documents 
pertaining to that particular vehicle. These applications help in saving significant amount of time and resources 
which are at present spent on this task. In view of the security risks of exposing personal details of users, greater care 
has also been given for securing the data by using QR-Codes and securing access to those details.
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